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ABSTRACT 

Content Based Image Retrieval or CBIR is an image processing technique which retrieves the desired images from a 

massive image collection which is stored in a database by availing the characteristics of the image such as pixel color, 

texture, appearance, surface, shape and other characteristics that can be effectively removed from the images 

themselves. The conventional techniques for image recovery and preparing are inadequate and inappropriate. K-

Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) is a technique used for compelling and mainstream order calculation to group image 

information. The resultant calculation has certain limitations in specific circumstances. Segmentation-based Fractal 

Texture Analysis or SFTA is an algorithm that decomposes the input image to design a set of binary images. This 

binary image set is used in extracting the targeted regions dimensions in order to describe segmented texture patterns. 

In this paper, an improved calculation has been recommended that focuses on giving enhanced preparing set to K-NN 

which is compact in size  and more correct joined together with an improved SFTA calculation to concentrate 

emphasizes that serves to concentrate preparing set which is better and diminishes the execution time of K-NN 

calculation. 

Keywords: MRI, Digital Image Processing; Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), Improved K-Nearest Neighbor 

(K-NN), SFTA. 

1.Introduction 

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a widely used method for recovering images on the certain determined image 

characteristics like texture, shape, color, surface and additionally structure. The name itself suggests the way of 

processing. “Content Based” refers to the process of analyzing the digital images on the basis of their contents. Contents 

(color, texture, shape, etc.) of the image assist in the analysis process. Traditional image recovery strategies usually 

employ associated metadata such as keywords, characterization codes or phrases for searching images. CBIR then again 

chips away at an alternate guideline from essential word looking. CBIR systems are capable enough to use query for the 

similarity comparison between the standard image stored in the database and the query image. CBIR systems review on 

the capacities that describe image composed substance, for example, color, texture, shape, appearance. These 

characteristics are processed for retrieval process. Some of the CBIR frameworks are: IBM’s QBIC, Excalibur’s Image 

Retrieval Ware, Virage’s VIR Image Engine and so on.  

Image recovery queries can be characterized into three levels [6]: 
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Level One: –   

This is the initial level that comprises of image information gathering and analyzing by its own features like texture, 

surface, pixel coloration, shape, additionally structure, composition and also the spatial position of certain image. A 

sample issue may discover long thin dim articles structure images from the left-hand corner [10][11].  

 

Level Two: 

In this particular degree, the access connected with image illumination by utilizing inferred and/or other sensible 

characteristics that includes a point connected with sensible surmising as to the distinction of the physical items 

delineated inside picture [10][11]. The specific questions at this level get for out of store learning ordinarily.  

 

Level Three: 

The third level comprises of recovery of image illumination on its attributes, with respect to several other aspects of the 

objects or scenes illustrate. This level demands expert knowledge about the concept to defend the queries. Complex 

reasons along with subjective judgment are mandatory to make an association between image attributes and the 

subjective standards to demonstrate the image data.   

 

 

K - Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) Algorithm 

K-NN is an algorithm which stores all available cases and classifies new cases based on a similarity measure, for 

example, distance functions. This technique is used in pattern recognition and statistical estimation. It is also 

implemented as a non-parametric technique. 

Simple K - Nearest Neighbor Algorithm 

 For each training example <x, f(x)>, add the example to the list of training examples. 

 Given a query instance xq to be classified, 

 Let x1,x2...xk denote the k instances from training examples that are nearest to xq . 

 Return the class that represents the maximum of the k instances.  
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Fig 2. Simple K - Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) Algorithm 

1. Work by Previous Authors 

Previous authors stated in their work that feature extraction plays an essential role in CBIR techniques. K-NN technique 

mainly depends upon the training set for the classification of image data. To maximize the algorithm performance, the 

training set has to more accurate. Also it should be compact in size for the algorithm performance.  

Various robust techniques have been proposed by the previous authors: 

One of best considered technique is to extract the best features of the image and then training the K-NN classifier. The K-

NN classifier is then classifies and retrieves the MRI Brain Image [1]. Other technique suggested that computational time 

can be increased by decreasing the quantity of the training samples [2].  

The second technique consists to find the nearest neighbor by introducing the fast search algorithm or establishing 

efficient indexing [5]. 

In the third technique, the computation complexity is slashed by decreasing the dimension of the vector space [5]. 

2. Problem Identification 

In the present techniques, with giant image databases, traditional systems for image indexing are inadequate. The 

capability of all current CBIR frameworks is restricted in the way that these frameworks can be employed only at the 

primitive characteristic level. No existing CBIR frameworks can be considered as remarkable. Some of the crucial factors 

could be taken care specially while fixing them as and regarding primitives. K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) is the technique 

which is considered as an influential and vastly used characterization calculation method to club the image information. 

This calculation has its own confinements in certain circumstances which are as takes after: 

1) K-NN can have poor run-time execution. (If the preparation set or training set is profound, K-NN takes long run-time.  

2) K-NN is exceptionally associated to unessential or repetitive characteristics of the image. (Since the analysis is done 

by the characteristics of the image itself, all the characteristics help the closeness and accordingly to the order). 

3. Improved Methodology 

The improved methodology, for quick and productive handling and recovery of MRI brain images by enhancing the 

execution time and correctness of K-NN calculation, by first diminishing the training set count and then, by coordinating 

a more enhanced algorithm for retrieval of image characteristic. The later algorithm is named as SFTA. Segmentation-

based Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA) is an algorithm that decomposes the input image to design a set of binary images. 

This binary image set is used in extracting the targeted regions dimensions in order to describe segmented texture 

patterns. 

The significant steps included in procedure are: 
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1) Image Preprocessing: 

The process done before transforming by revising picture from distinctive errors. This step likewise includes smoothing 

which suppresses noise or other small fluctuations in the image[10][11]. Smoothing is carried out by utilizing Median 

Smoothing[10] i.e. the median value is the central value of the ordered value set. Median Filtering diminishes obscuring 

of edges. The fundamental concept is to substitute the current point inside the image by the median of the pixel 

brightness of its neighborhood[10][11].  

2) Extracting Texture Features using SFTA Technique: 

Texture is that natural property of all surfaces that portrays visual patters and holds paramount data about the structural 

positioning of the surface and its relationship to the encompassing environment [8][9]. Texture extraction is an 

uncommon manifestation of dimensionality decrease, in both, image handling or image processing and pattern 

recognition. Feature extraction includes disentangling the measure of assets important to condense an expansive number 

of data accurately. In view of the orientation and separation between picture pixels, we extricate some real composition 

properties like Coarseness Contrast, Directionality and so forth.  

Segmentation-based Fractal Texture Evaluation  or SFTA is an evacuation convention and is created all around decaying 

the recommendations picture straight into several paired images from where the fractal extents with the ensuing spots are 

by and large registered to demonstrate sectioned feel conduct [7]. SFTA attained expanded point of interest and 

additionally correctness relating to CBIR and likewise picture qualification. Likewise, SFTA is, with respect to feature 

extraction time, faster than Gabor by 3.7 times and also faster than 1.6 times than Haralick [7]. They are changed over 

into a Co-event lattice that will introduce the feature extraction data.  

3) Classification utilizing KNN:  

This is the keep going step concentrating on grouping and recovery of relevant image information. In the wake of 

concentrating relevant training set on the premise of Co-event framework acquired from last step, the training set is given 

to the classifier alongside applicant set for classification or grouping. 

4. Conclusion 

The viability of conventional K-NN algorithm can be enhanced radically by simply lessening the count of training 

examples given to the classifier. Be that as it may diminishing the count of training examples ought not to influence the 

exactness of K-NN algorithm. The enhanced method means to keep account the above certainties. Additionally, it 

handles and retrieves the MRI images in more productive way. This method is recommended by us to be utilized as an 

assisting mode for the experts in the treatment process.  
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